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Outline
1. Carbon and the Atoms of Life
2. Functionalities

1. Hydrocarbons
2. Alcohols, Ethers, and Thiols
3. Amines
4. Carbonyl groups (Aldehyde, ketone, carboxylic  acid, ester, 

ether, amides, other carboxylic acid derivatives)
3. Pushing Arrows
4. Intermolecular Forces of Attraction
5. Aqueous Chemistry
6. Chemical Energetics
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Key Questions for Orgo (1-4)
� For each functional group, notice the following:
� What atoms are involved?
� How are they arranged? Are isomers possible?
� Where does this group lie on the oxidation-reduction series?
� Loss of electrons- oxidation (LEO)
� Gain of electrons- reduction (GER)

� What is the distribution of electrons and of charge?
� Reactivity
� Polarity and possible interactions

Organic Chemistry
� Study of carbon compounds
� Composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, 

phosphorus, and the halogens
� More than 95% of known compounds are organic compounds 

(Carbon-containing)
� Recall
� Carbons can have 4 bonds
� Nitrogen can have 3 bonds
� Oxygen can have 2 bonds
� Hydrogen can have 1 bond
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The Secret to Organic Compounds: 
the unique carbon atom
� CATENATION
� Ability of C-atoms to 

bond to each other so 
strongly, they can form 
long chains. 
Eg. Thousands of C-
atoms bonded.
� Each carbon can have 

four bonds, maximum

Common organic compound 
families 
� HYDROCARBONS: Only C and H
� Alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, arenes, aromatic compounds

� OXYGEN-CONTAINING
� Alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, 

esters, acid anhydrides
� NITROGEN-CONTAINING
� Amines, Amides
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Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons: Alkanes
�Simplest hydrocarbons
�Contains only C–C and C–H bonds 
�Usually used as fuels
�Three types
�Straight chain alkanes
�Branched alkanes
�Cyclic alkanes
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Examples of Alkanes

Structural Isomers
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Handedness: Chirality

achiral chiral

Chirality in Biochem
� SUGARS: D-Glucose and L-Glucose

� D-Amino Acids and L-Amino Acids

� Chiral Drugs
Thalidomide
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Alkenes            …in biochem

Alkynes
� Contains  C≡C bonds
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Aromatic Hydrocarbons
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� Cyclic structures with alternating C–C and 
C=C bonds, 4n+2 pi electrons

Aromaticity in Biochem
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Alcohols
� has the general structure R–OH
�derived from hydrocarbons and contain    -

OH groups
�Polar molecules and are soluble in water 

(Why?)

C6H12O6 (aq) 2CH3CH2OH (aq) + 2CO2 (g)enzyme

CH2 CH2 (g) + H2O (g) CH3CH2OH (g)
H2SO4

Biological production of ethanol

Commercial production of ethanol

Metabolic  oxidation of ethanol

CH3CH2OH                             CH3CHO + H2
alcohol dehydrogenase

DRINKABLE vs. DENATURED 
Alcohol
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Ethers
� Has the R-O-R’ general structure
� Compounds in which two hydrocarbons linked by an 

oxygen are called ethers.
� Used as general anesthetic
� Less soluble in water than alcohols

ACETAL: RO-CH-OR KETAL:RO-CR-OR

Thiols
� General R-S-H structure (analogous to alcohols)

� May lead to other sulfur derivatives (eg. Disulfide bonds, 
thioesters, sulfones, sulfoxides)
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Amines
� Organic bases
� Contain carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen
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Compounds with a Carbonyl Group
�Carbonyl functional group is C=O
�Types of different carbonyl compounds
�Aldehydes
�Ketones
�Carboxylic Acids
�Esters
�Amides
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Aldehydes and Ketones
� Aldehydes must have at least one H atom attached to the 

carbonyl group:

� Ketones must have two C atoms attached to the carbonyl 
group:

R
C

H

O

R
C

R'

O

Carboxylic Acids
� Carboxylic acids contain a carbonyl group with an     -OH 

attached.
� The carboxyl functional group is -COOH

� Carboxylic acids are weak acids.

R
C

OH

O
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Common Carboxylic Acids
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Esters
� Esters contain -COOR groups:

� Phospholipids
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C
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Amides
� composites of 

carbonyl and 
amine
functionalities
� proteins
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The Redox series

How many electrons on the carbon? On the group?
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PUSHING ARROWS
� Routes of chemical reactions can be described by 

MECHANISMS
� We use arrows to show the movement of electrons 

(Literally, “pushing” electrons to show how the reaction 
takes place).

PUSHING ARROWS

� http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/5/5a/600px-Mechanism_SN1Hydrolysis.jpg

http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/5/5a/600px-Mechanism_SN1Hydrolysis.jpg
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FORCES OF 
ATTRACTION

Intermolecular Forces of Attraction
Intermolecular forces are attractive forces between molecules.
(ion-dipole, dipole-dipole, H-bonding, London dispersion forces)
Intramolecular forces hold atoms together in a molecule. 
(ionic bond, covalent bond, metallic bond)

Intermolecular vs Intramolecular

• 41 kJ to vaporize 1 mole of water (inter)

• 930 kJ to break all O-H bonds in 1 mole of water (intra)

Generally, 
intermolecular 
forces are much 
weaker than 
intramolecular
forces.
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Intermolecular Forces

Ion-Dipole Forces

Attractive forces between an ion and a polar molecule

Ion-Dipole Interaction

Intermolecular ForcesIntermolecular Forces
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Intermolecular Forces

Dipole-Dipole Forces

Attractive forces between polar molecules

Orientation of Polar Molecules in a Solid

Intermolecular ForcesIntermolecular Forces

DipoleDipole--Dipole ForcesDipole Forces
n There is a mix of attractive 

and repulsive dipole-dipole 
forces as the molecules 
tumble.

n If two molecules have about 
the same mass and size, then 
dipole-dipole forces increase 
with increasing polarity.
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Intermolecular ForcesIntermolecular Forces

London Dispersion ForcesLondon Dispersion Forces
n The nucleus of one molecule (or atom) attracts the 

electrons of the adjacent molecule (or atom). For an 
instant, the electron clouds become distorted. In 
that instant a dipole is formed (called an 
instantaneous dipole)

n Weakest among IFA’s
n Dominant for neutral, nonpolar species, but present 

FOR ALL
n Stronger if larger surface area, similar size/shape

Intermolecular ForcesIntermolecular Forces

London Dispersion ForcesLondon Dispersion Forces
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Intermolecular Forces
Hydrogen Bond

The hydrogen bond is a special dipole-dipole interaction 
between they hydrogen atom in a polar N-H, O-H, or F-H bond 
and an electronegative O, N, or F atom. 
•About 1.8 Angstroms, 20kJ/mol

A H…B A H…Aor
A & B are N, O, or F
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Intermolecular Forces of Attraction: A Warning
Intermolecular forces are attractive forces between molecules.
(ion-dipole, dipole-dipole, H-bonding, London dispersion forces)
Intramolecular forces hold atoms together in a molecule. 
(ionic bond, covalent bond, metallic bond)

BUT if the molecules are large 
enough, intermolecular forces 
can act WITHIN the molecule, 
e.g. between distant parts of the 
same molecule!

Generally, intermolecular forces are much weaker 
than intramolecular forces.

HYDROGEN BONDS
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Protein Structure

Intermolecular Forces in a Protein Molecule

ionic forces

ionic forces

hydrogen
bonds dispersion

forces

dispersion
forces

dispersion
forces

dipole-dipole
forces

AQUEOUS 
CHEMISTRY
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WATER
•Majority of biological interactions take place in water
•KEY PROPERTIES

1. Water is polar
• Great biological solvent but does not dissolve lipids

2. Water is highly cohesive
• Strong hydrogen bonds (Structure stabilization)
• High heat capacity (Organism thermal regulation)

3. Water is amphiprotic

δ+

δ−

H2O

WATER: solubility
•Majority of biological interactions take place in water
•Key to homeostasis- pH, T, compression, reactions, ….

δ+

δ−

H2O
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SOLUTIONS
•SOLVENT: Present in larger amount
•SOLUTE: Present in smaller amount
•SOLVATION: The process of solvent surrounding solute due 

to IFA’s
•HYDRATION: Solvation involving water as solvent

SOLUTIONS
•RECALL: “Like Dissolves Like”
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Arrhenius acid is a substance that produces H+ (H3O+) in water

Arrhenius base is a substance that produces OH- in water

Water: BUFFERING:
ACIDS AND BASES: (Arrhenius)

A Brønsted acid is a proton donor
A Brønsted base is a proton acceptor

acidbase acid base

ACIDS AND BASES: 
Brønsted Definition
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Acid-Base Properties of Water

H2O (l) H+ (aq) + OH- (aq)

H2O + H2O          H3O+ + OH-

acid conjugate
base

base conjugate
acid

autoionization of water

H2O (l) H+ (aq) + OH- (aq)

The Ion Product of Water

Kc =
[H+][OH-]

[H2O] [H2O] = constant

Kc[H2O] = Kw = [H+][OH-]

The ion-product constant (Kw) is the product of the molar 
concentrations of H+ and OH- ions at a particular temperature.

At 250C
Kw = [H+][OH-] = 1.0 x 10-14

[H+] = [OH-]
[H+] > [OH-]
[H+] < [OH-]

Solution Is
neutral
acidic
basic

15.2
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pH – A Measure of Acidity

pH = -log [H+]

[H+] = [OH-]
[H+] > [OH-]
[H+] < [OH-]

Solution Is
neutral
acidic
basic

[H+] = 1 x 10-7

[H+] > 1 x 10-7

[H+] < 1 x 10-7

pH = 7
pH < 7
pH > 7

At 250C

pH [H+]

15.3

HA (aq) + H2O (l) H3O+ (aq) + A- (aq)

Weak Acids (HA) and Acid Ionization Constants

HA (aq) H+ (aq) + A- (aq)

Ka = [H+][A-]
[HA]

Ka is the acid ionization constant

Ka
weak acid
strength
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A buffer solution is a solution of:

1. A weak acid or a weak base and

2. The salt of the weak acid or weak base

Both must be present!
A buffer solution has the ability to resist changes in pH upon the addition of 
small amounts of either acid or base.

Add strong acid
H+ (aq) + CH3COO- (aq)          CH3COOH (aq)

Add strong base
OH- (aq) + CH3COOH (aq)          CH3COO- (aq) + H2O (l)

Consider an equal molar mixture of CH3COOH and CH3COONa

BUFFERS

Consider mixture of salt NaA and weak acid HA.

HA (aq)          H+ (aq) + A- (aq)

NaA (s)          Na+ (aq) + A- (aq)
Ka =

[H+][A-]
[HA]

[H+] =
Ka [HA]

[A-]

-log [H+] = -log Ka - log [HA]
[A-]

-log [H+] = -log Ka + log [A-]
[HA]

pH = pKa + log
[A-]
[HA]

pKa = -log Ka

Henderson-Hasselbalch
equation

pH = pKa + log [conjugate base]
[acid]
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HCl H+ + Cl-

HCl + CH3COO- CH3COOH + Cl-

•In biological systems, pH must be maintained since 
excessive acidity or basicity will affect molecular structures, 
and, therefore, functions.

Buffering and biochemistry
� Which organic functional groups are affected  by pH?
� Which bonds are affected by pH?
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Which of the following are buffer systems? (a) KF/HF 
(b) KBr/HBr, (c) Na2CO3/NaHCO3

(a) KF is a weak acid and F- is its conjugate base
buffer solution

(b) HBr is a strong acid
not a buffer solution

(c) CO3
2- is a weak base and HCO3

- is it conjugate acid
buffer solution

= 9.20

Calculate the pH of the 0.30 M NH3/0.36 M NH4Cl buffer 
system.  What is the pH after the addition of 20.0 mL of 0.050 
M NaOH to 80.0 mL of the buffer solution?

NH4
+ (aq)          H+ (aq) + NH3 (aq)

pH = pKa + log [NH3]
[NH4

+]
pKa = 9.25 pH = 9.25 + log [0.30]

[0.36]
= 9.17

NH4
+ (aq) + OH- (aq)         H2O (l) + NH3 (aq)

start (moles)

end (moles)

0.029 0.001 0.024

0.028 0.0 0.025

pH = 9.25 + log [0.25]
[0.28]

[NH4
+] = 

0.028
0.10

final volume = 80.0 mL + 20.0 mL = 100 mL

[NH3] = 
0.025
0.10
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Chemistry In Action: Maintaining the pH of Blood

Biological fluids are heavily buffered at pH 
7.4 by phosphate and carbonate ions

CHEMICAL 
ENERGETICS
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Energy and Life
� Living systems revolve around energetics: how to get it, 

process it, release it, to create order and sustain LIFE.  
� However, like everything else, all biological processes are 

subject to physical laws.  These are the Laws of 
Thermodynamics.

Energy and Life
� Some terms

SYSTEM 
(eg. Biologically, 

an organelle, or organism)

SURROUNDINGS

SYSTEM and SURROUNDINGS can interact (exchange mass and/or energy)

SYSTEM + SURROUNDINGS = UNIVERSE  
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1st Law: We will never win.
� The Law of Conservation of Energy
� The total energy of a system and its surroundings is 

constant.  We cannot create or destroy energy.
� Energy takes many forms (eg. Photosynthesis)

� TERM: ENTHALPY (H)
� (heat transferred under constant pressure)
� If heat is released by system, ∆H is negative, Exothermic
� If heat is absorbed by system, ∆H is positive, Endothermic

1st Law: We will never win.
� BUT! Energy can be changed from one form to another: 

chemical energy can be converted to kinetic energy, etc.
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2nd Law: We will always lose
� Indicator of Spontaneity
� The total entropy of a system and its surroundings (the 

universe) always increases for a spontaneous process

� TERM: Entropy (S)
� The level of randomness or disorder in a system

But how about living systems?  These are highly organized.
(eg. Cells)  Is there a violation of the second law?

Relating H and S: Free 
energy
� Taking the energetics of heat and disorder together, they can be

related
� J.W. Gibbs introduces the term Free Energy (G) (energy that 

can do useful work) 
� For processes at constant temp and pressure:
� ∆G = ∆H - T∆S
� If ∆G < 0 then the forward reaction is spontaneous. 

(EXERGONIC)
� If ∆G = 0 then reaction is at equilibrium and no net reaction will 

occur.
� If ∆G > 0 then the forward reaction is not spontaneous.  

(However, the reverse reaction is spontaneous.)  ENDERGONIC
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� ∆G measures how far away from equilibrium a system is.
� A system in equilibrium cannot perform any more work.

� Eg. The hydrolysis of ATP to ADP involves a large ∆G.    
A cell keeps itself far from equilibrium by making ATP.

Homeostasis in energetic terms

� “Chemists don’t die, we just reach equilibrium.”
� No violation of thermodynamics
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Coupled reactions
� Not all biological reactions are spontaneous.
� HOW ARE WE KEPT ALIVE THEN?

� Reactions with same intermediates can be COUPLED
Eg. Steps in Glycolysis

∆Go’=+0.4kcal/mol ∆Go’=-3.4kcal/mol

Structure- which atoms, where are the electrons, 
shape; stability (energy!)

Properties- polarity, charge, sensitivity to 
pH/ionization, solubility: “Intermolecular 

interactions” (stability and energy!)

Reactivity- oxidation, reduction, substitution, 
elimination: “Intramolecular-- bonds”

(kinetics, stability and energy!)

Review of Key General and 
Organic Chemistry Ideas
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Questions for next unit: 
PROTEINS
� What functional groups are involved in proteins?
� What intermolecular interactions arise from these 

functional groups?
� How do these interactions affect protein structure?
� How do these interactions affect protein properties?
� What reactions do proteins undergo?
� How do protein structures, properties, and reactivities lead 

to their biological functions?
� How do we study proteins using the structure, properties, 

and reactivities?


